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The pairing of Edward Cullen and Bella Swan is pretty much how it happens in the Twilight story, but in fanfiction it can
be done with other characters as well. Its very common to see fanfiction being written where Edward has a relationship

with someone else like Renesmee or even Bella, so there are many different combinations for people to imagine and play
in this universe. The characters and events from a fanfiction writers point of view are the same in Twilight, their just how
some would like it to be, but not in the characters. In contrast, Fifty Shades is about a girl who wants to write a book, but
hes seeing as she is overwhelmed and nervous, hes going to teach her how to do it. The story is that he taught her how
to write and then tried to persuade her to fall in love with him. Its a very different story from Twilight and has nothing to

do with the Twilight characters. The character names have been changed to Anastasia Steele and Christian Grey, but
they are still recognizable. In Fifty Shades of Grey, the xtremely rich Christian Grey has a face that is just beautiful in a

way that is devastating to the woman he is seducing. He is sexier than any man she has ever seen and he can make her
go wild. There are times in the book where he is talking about how he just cant take her innocence. She is too pure and
he doesnt want to be her first love, nor her only one. This is not the same kind of seduction with his love letters being

sweet and almost poetic, she cant read his mind to know whats really in his mind. Anastasia gets to experience his mind
when he gives her a 3 day sex playdate after he takes her virginity. Being in a hotel with an oTc, well they call it a room

playdate because he fills the room with toys and asks her to use them all and doesnt show up until the next day. It is very
sexual and she cant get enough. The sex is not just good, its wild and he has her in every position. And then they arent
the only one either, it is a hectic time, and she has only been with Edward. When he calls, it makes her very horny and

her wet panties show very clearly. Why Icy picked the moment to switch up names is beyond me but its so clear that he is
thinking more of a fanfiction writer than a Twilight fan, with Christian Grey being the main character, she probably

assumed that no one would recognize the Twilight characters, but they are so recognizable that Edward and Christian
even have good and bad days and motives. They get to the point where Edward is in almost a zombie state and isnt

really loving this, he doesnt know what to do.
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It shouldnt be that hard to make a
book that isnt just a duplicate of

somebody elses work. Obviously, it
is plagiarism, but I think that 50

SHADES OF GREY wasnt a bad book.
I think that some of the twists in the
book wouldve made it impossible for

any other book to be published. I
think that writing a story without

anything of your own is foolish, and I
believe that 50 SHADES OF GREY

wasnt the problem. There is a rule in
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writing, and I believe that is that if
youre trying to write something

original, you need original ideas. If
youre just using someone elses
ideas, without your own creative
input, without writing something

brand new, then you arent writing
something new. The two examples I
talked about that most people have
heard of, and get confounded by,
include a Twilight fan fiction and a
Fifty Shades of Grey fan fiction. I

wrote a book a few years ago about
fanfiction, and while it isnt
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specifically about this topic, it does
address other issues like copyright
and genre, and addresses the issue
of how fanfiction can be or not be

taken seriously. It has some
interesting information to it as well
as some FAQs and what not. When I
was first posting the Fifty Shades of

Grey fanfiction versions, I was
warned about it several times by

legal professionals regarding
copyright and other issues. It wasnt

as if I was posting a fan fic of the
Twilight characters going to a hotel
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for the weekend, though I got that
very much so as well. It seemed to
me that if E.L James published her

original Twilight fan fiction, based on
her original Twilight characters

under a pseudonym, it would be OK
because she would be giving

permission, and what she said in the
original would be trustworthy. But

that doesn't seem to matter because
its a different fic. 5ec8ef588b
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